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‘Positive,’ ‘empowering’ traveling fiber arts exhibit opens at
Aiken Center for the Arts
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Images of a dancing boy, children’s arms stretched out in joy, and a rhythm and

blues icon have already stopped patrons at the Aiken Center for the Arts, according

to staff members.

“I haven’t seen anybody go by it that hasn’t had an exclamation,” said Tracy Seconi,

the center’s education director.

Opening this month, the exhibition “Move On Up & Reach the Higher Ground,” is

part of an annual showcase of fiber works created by African-American artists,

according to the ACA. 

The traveling exhibit is currently on loan to the Aiken Center for the Arts from the

South Carolina State Museum.

The exhibit – along with other works from a St. Helena painter Johnnie Simmons

and local wood sculptor Walt Koertge – was placed in the art center’s galleries this

week and will run through March 23.

The exhibit is open to the public. A gallery opening reception was held Thursday,

Feb. 15.

“Move On Up and Reach the Higher Ground,” was organized and presented by the

City of North Charleston Cultural Arts Department and curated by Torreah “Cookie”

Washington as part of an annual juried exhibit, “offering African American fiber

artists a way to showcase their original and innovative designs around a changing

theme each year,” an ACA press release says.

“We got the quilts, because we wanted outreach to the schools, outreach to the

community for Black History Month and that directly related to that,” Seconi said.

“It’s in our mission statement to inspire and educate, and so we try to bring in

exhibits like this for that very reason.”

The fiber works have been created by African-American artists from across the U.S.

The 11th installment features pieces by 31 artists inspired by the music of the 1970s,

according to the release.

The tunes specifically referenced are Stevie Wonder’s “Higher Ground” and “Move

On Up” by Curtis Mayfield.

Seconi says she has plans to play the music when students come in to see the exhibit

to see if they will be able to make some connections to the songs, lyrics and music.

“You know, the quilting just has a lot of natural energy to it anyway, so I’m hoping

the kids can relate to it (and) pick up on that,” she said. “The quilts have a lot of

shading. They have a lot of color, and I think that’s based off a lot of the music, too.”

That energy and movement is captured in fine detail, which is visible in intricate

stitching – the artists used traditional and non-traditional fiber techniques.

The challenge for the exhibit, the arts center says, “was for artists to create a fiber

work, such as an art quilt, doll, or wearable art piece that explores the ideas of

creating a better world, journeying toward self-awareness, and ascending to a

position of loving acceptance of all people.”

Along with the fiber arts exhibit, the arts center is incorporating Simmons’ work,

which uses a wood burning technique with acrylic paint “to depict the everyday life

he experienced growing up in the 1950s and 60s,” the ACA says. 

The art also references his Gullah heritage with text written in the language.

Wood works by local sculptor Walt Koertge are also exhibited, something Seconi

said they felt was cohesive with theme of the other pieces.

At Koertge’s shop and studio, Wood Figments, he works on a wood lathe that he

converted from a 6,000-pound World War I turret lathe, arts center staff officials

said, adding his process begins with the artist sculpting a piece, typically from

indigenous regional hardwoods, “and ends as a ‘team effort’ with wife, Janet,

finishing the form through hand-rubbing.”

He has used fallen trees from the 2014 ice storm in Aiken for material of his work, as

well. A total of 39 wood figment pieces – ranging in size from 11 inches to more than

4 feet wide – are on display.

“I’m hoping that it lets Aiken see a couple of different art forms. The quilts are

definitely different,” Seconi said. “We don’t see these kind of bigger bowls very often,

and I don’t think every day you see folk art, either, and that’s the other thing –

everybody who has walked by this (Simmons’ art work) has really appreciated it. …

This is art that’s done, because it comes out of the soul of this man. I mean, it’s like

art therapy.”

Also at the arts center this month are Hartley’s paintings in the Aiken Artists Guild

Gallery. Aiken High School’s upper level and advanced placement student work will

be showcased in the Brooks Gallery.

Aiken Center for the Arts is located at 122 Laurens St. in downtown Aiken.

For more information, visit aikencenterforthearts.org or

Facebook.com/AikenCenterfortheArts.
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buy nowThis arts quilt is called “Messenger of Peace” by Aisha Lumumba, of Atlanta. Other artists in the “Move On Up & Reach the Higher Ground” exhibit at
the Aiken Center for the Arts include Yvonne F. Anderson, Carolyn Brackat, Shirley Cox, Joyce Daniels, Ife Felix, Arianne King Comer, Catherine
Lamkin, Kimberly Love-Radcliff and Torreah “Cookie” Washington, among others.
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buy nowThe wooden art piece “Ripple” (Historic Aiken Magnolia), is a part of the works by local wood sculptor Walt Koertge on display at the Aiken Center for
the Arts. Koertge, who works with wife, Janet, has also used wood from the fallen trees from Aiken’s 2014 ice storm as material for his work, according
to the arts center.
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buy now“Fruits of Her Labor” by Jan Hollins, of Rex, Georgia, is one of the art quilts that is part of a traveling fiber arts exhibit that showcases art created by
African American artists from across the U.S. The exhibition, opening Feb. 15 at the Aiken Center for the Arts, is on loan from the South Carolina State
Museum.
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Aiken Center for the Arts will feature other artists alongside the fiber arts display including works of local wood sculptor, Walt Koertge, whose pieces
the arts center says keep with the theme of folk art.
staff photo by christina cleveland
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